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COMPANY Introduction



Pourmon has grown on a Eco-friendly business. 

Pourmon dreamed of the world in the our warmth our customers who share our will. 

Now Pourmon brings our dreams to the world as a challenger with a Eco-friendly dream.

Pourmon will be a company respected by customers around the world through sustainable management 

that pursues harmonious coexistence of nature and people.

Pourmon s Dream



Pourmon has developed and supplied eco-friendly urinal which utilized
the patented 'Magic valve' to sustain and manage our natural environment.

The U.N. forecasted that more than 5 billion people will suffer from water shortages by 2050. 
This water shortage phenomenon has been prevailing all over the world.

Pourmon will move forward beyond simple product sales and awaken the need of eco-friendly toilet system to 
our customers to protect our precious environment and deliver economic value through energy saving.



PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

01 Drain odor preventer

02 Waterless urinal



special silicon material

Zinc oxide for antibacterial 

• Easy and simple to installation

Blocking odor reflux using heart valve principle

Drain backflow preventer



1. Why drain has to be blocked?

• The older the drain, the worse the bad smell from the old pipe.

• It is impossible to solve the odor problem because 

ventilation is difficult due to its structure.

• Because it is a humid environment, the breeding of 

insects is more active.

• Toilet odors can be fatal to your health

• Insects living in sewers are the main cause of respiratory 

diseases and conjunctivitis in the home.
Bad smell from old pipes, entering the home



1. Why drain has to be blocked?

감각공해 위험성 보도자료



2. Product introduction

100% Blocking odor and pests

99.9% Anti-bacterial by Nano-coating

All-in-one silicon

Patented Tornado design for fast drain

Variety product line that can install all of drain in house

Features

Drain trap l For bathroom
About 200K pcs had been sold in 2022.



Applied heart valve principle

<Before> <After>

In our body
A half-moon-shaped valve that blocks the backflow 
of blood on the lining of the veins

The surest method taken from the principles of nature

Blocking odor reflux using heart valve 
principle
Damak's patented technology 
(Patent 10 - 2323048)

The trap is opened and closed only by the 
tension of the water, so the sealing is 
more reliable.

3. Blocking odor reflux using heart valve principle Pourmon’s patented technology



“Korea Testing Lavatory”
Leakage Test passed

After generating a smoke film at the bottom of the test 
product, the upper leakage is visually checked using a laser, 
and as a result of the experiment, there is a difference 
according to real using condition 



4. Product features - Faster drainage

Y shape Tornado-shaped guide tube

2 side of bottom is opened by water of tension,
It makes water goes down to drain more faster.

With the design of a tornado-shaped guide tube,
The water is designed to go down faster. 



100% Silicon
It can be used for a long time without deformation in any environment

4. Product features – All-in-one silicon

Boiling Bleach Hot water

Stretching



“Korea Textile Inspection and 
Testing Institute”

99.9% Antibacterial test result for
staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli

It is not a surface coating that can peel off 
after a long period of use, but a nano 
component (zinc oxide) is  incorporated into 
the silicon which is raw material

It can be used hygienically for a long time 
without deteriorating antibacterial properties.



For Sink at Kitchen For bottom of sink at Kitchen For Air-conditional outdoor unit For urinal

5. Variation of Product Line



Thank you

Tony Shin
#A-903, 697 Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Sungnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

T: 070-4124-6566
M: +82-10-5282-0402
W: www.pourmon.com
E: tonyshin@pourmon.com

http://www.pourmon.com/
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